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Editorial Note

Let good initiatives continue
to flow …as crusher dust replace sand
He said the scale had been deliberately
tilted towards local entrepreneurs, amid revealing that sand mining activities will eventually cease, as a way of safeguarding the
environment and curbing illicit ventures.

Bheki Fayayo (Editor)

L

ocal government leaders have
been complaining about the
uncontrolled sand mining in several villages across the country, mostly for
construction purposes.
The latest news of government having plans
to issue out more quarry mining licenses is
a welcome development.
Eyesore of degraded land was fast becoming a common site in most villages, due to
unlicensed sand miners.
According to Lefoko Moagi, the Minister of
Minerals Resources, Green Technology and
Energy Security the quarry mines licenses
would favour citizens.

Thumps up minister for another positive development have been born out of this noble
initiative to preserve the little fauna and flora
that the different villages have on display.
Some of the natural rivers have been deformed due to this illegal mining, sad incidents have also punctuated the drama
witnessed at the sand mining sites, when
police have running battles with the illegal
miners.
Though the illegal mining could have been
a source of employment for some individuals, we hope the quarry mines will provide
enough source of employment to cover the
gap.
Health hazard and death that have been
witnessed during illegal sand mining should

be a thing of the past.
We hope aspiring entrepreneurs will take
note of the minister’s call to gear up and get
ready to venture into quarry mining which
would among others supply crusher dust,
to replace sand.
The minister has even suggested cluster
formation for people to take advantage of
emerging opportunities. Yes we all agree
that there is power in numbers and that
should motivate the enterprising individuals
to cluster into cooperatives set to triumph
on this new initiative.
We hope the quarry mining opportunities
will be fully exploited across the nation and
bring the desired results for both the mining
industry and to the conservationist community.
Continue to share your view, comments,
opinions and letter with us.

Enjoy your read!

MINERGY is a coal mining and trading
company committed to providing high
quality coal to industrial customers and
power utilities across southern Africa.

GET IN TOUCH
www.minergycoal.com
Lynette@minergycoal.com
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Briefs
B2Gold, Galane union on Mupane ends
Galane Gold Ltd has announced that
B2Gold Corp. has provided notice that it is
terminating the earn-in option agreement
relating to certain of Mupane’s exploration
properties.
B2Gold had last year committed to the
second stage of the earn-in to a package
around Galane’s Mupane gold mine.
cent in 2021 from an 8.9 percent contraction
forecast this year, on the back of improved
sentiment in the global diamond industry.

on the local economy, after plotting tricky
course through coronavirus-affected half
year

The local economy shrank by 24 percent in
the second quarter of 2020 as coronavirus
lockdowns at home and abroad slowed domestic economic activity and severely constrained diamond sales.

The company was busy with its investments, and notable transactions included
those on Southern Gold and Trident Royalties, in which Metal Tiger now has a significant stake.

Mupane had produced 5,691 ounces of gold
in the June quarter, despite 50 days of disruption due to COVID-19 restrictions.

“Recent months have seen a robust recovery in the international diamond industry,
which will hopefully underpin strong growth
in Botswana next year and help to boost exports and fiscal revenues,” Finance Minister
Thapelo Matsheka.

“The company’s financial position was
strengthened with the equity derivative collar financing facility with a global investment
bank secured against part of its Sandfire
shareholding,” said chairman Charles Hall.

COVID-19 slow down global gold
output

Increased electricity capacity on the
cards

Shutting and suspensions of mines due to
COVID-19 restrictions, primarily during the
second quarter is expected to result in a 1.7
percent decline in the global gold production in 2020.

Authorities are planning to fully satisfy the
country’s demand for electricity in the next
six years, which will see the country producing an approximately combined electricity
capacity of 610 MW.

GlobalData, a leading data and analytics
company says almost all of the top producers are expected to witness a decline in the
production levels during 2020 owing to the
pandemic and consequent lockdowns in
several key markets, such as South Africa.

Lefoko Moagi, the country’s minister of
Mineral Resources, Green Technology and
Energy Security said the development will
mean diversifying its sources for production.

London-listed Kavango Resources has revealed that images from its computerised
three-dimensional (3D) geological modelling
of its Kalahari Suture Zone (KSZ) project
has confirmed significant similarities between the northern section of the zone and
the giant Norilsk mining centre in Siberia.

Tenders will be floated at the beginning of
next year for the construction of a 200 MW
solar power plant, which would be completed by 2026, Moagi said.

The giant Norilsk mining centre accounts for
90 percent of Russia’s nickel reserves, 55
percent of its copper reserves and virtually
all of its platinum group metals.

He said a further construction of a 10 MW
coal-fired power station will be launched
during the same year and will be completed
in 2025.

Kavango is the first company to prepare a
computerised 3D geological model of the
KSZ and the geophysical team is conducting 3D modelling in conjunction with Mira
Geoscience.

Nick Brodie, Galane Chief Executive Officer said B2Gold had identified several targets, none met its size criteria, although
they “could represent significant targets” for
Galane.
“Once we have had time to digest all the
information that they have created, we will
prioritise each of the targets and we expect
to put our exploration programme together
to progress them,” he said.

“The widespread uncertainty due to the
fear of a possible global economic downturn, however, pushed gold prices to an
all-time high in August 2020, and they remain around US$2,000/oz, supporting profit
growth for a number of gold miners, despite
the falling output,” said Vinneth Bajaj, Senior
Mining Analyst.
Two of the largest producers - Newmont
and Barrick Gold reduced their guidance
from a collective 11.6 million ounces (moz)
to around 11moz.
Diamond industry recovery to spur economy
The finance minister has announced that
the economy will rebound and grow 7.7 per-
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Government has approved a 20-year energy
resource plan, under which procurement is
also underway for a 100 MW solar photovoltaic plant that will come online in 2022 and
a 300 MW coal plant expected to be operational by 2026.
Metal Tiger’s focus on Botswana
continues
Metal Tiger continues to put the spotlight

			

The company continues to focus on Botswana, both through its interests in KML
and through its holding in Sandfire, Hall said.
Promising images emerges Kavango 3D
modelling

The 3D model incorporates thousands of
data points, collected from two phases of
airborne electromagnetic and magnetic surveying, as well as drill hole data and resistivity surveys over the northern section of the
KSZ.
Kavango will now work to select up to six
of the most prospective targets for follow-up
exploration and drilling.
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Cover Story

Government to stop sand mining activities

M

ining authorities are processing
more licenses for quarry mines to
address demand for sand in the

country.

According to Lefoko Moagi, the Minister of
Minerals Resources, Green Technology and
Energy Security the licenses would favour
citizens.
He said the scale had been deliberately
tilted towards local entrepreneurs, amid revealing that sand mining activities will eventually cease, as a way of safeguarding the
environment and curbing illicit ventures.
The minister challenged aspiring entrepreneurs to gear up and get ready to venture
into quarry mining which would among others supply crusher dust, to replace sand.

ROCK DRILLING

Moagi further said government had come
up with various interventions such as guidelines and waiving of environmental impact
assessment to stimulate entrepreneurship
among locals, supported by funding from
the revised Citizen Entrepreneurial Development Agency (CEDA).
He encouraged people to take advantage of
emerging opportunities either as individuals
or groups.
Moagi further called for mindset change,
saying locals should develop a habit of
looking at opportunities as opposed to focusing on the challenges ahead.
Meanwhile, Ramotswa police station commander, Superintendent Keoagile Tau told
the meeting that illegal sand mining thrived

DEMOLITION

because it had the support of local communities.
Supt. Tau said through buying sand, local
communities were complicit in illegal mining activities, adding that there is need to
support police efforts in curbing the practice adding that the law gave communities
the power to arrest and take part in crime
prevention.
He said it was up to community members
to be inquisitive whenever they witnessed a
truck tipping sand.
Community leaders have complained that
illegal sand mining was mostly done by
foreigners and bemoaned the lengthy response time by police, allowing culprits to
get away.

CONTRACTORS’

SALES@PADLEY-VENABLES.COM
WWW.PADLEY-VENABLES.COM
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General News

BOD reports positive results at Marsfontein
project

B

otswana Diamonds (BOD) has
reported positive preliminary
results from drilling undertaken at
its Marsfontein project.
The dual listed company on Botswana
Stock Exchange (BSE) and London revealed that the objective of the company’s
latest drilling campaign was to test a historical anomaly identified as M17 to see if
it had potential to be an enlargement on the
previously identified M8 kimberlite dyke at
the project.
According to the company, two holes were
drilled at depths of 67 m and 61 m respectively, with one of them intersecting 4 m of
kimberlite from about 54 m to 58 m depth.
The company says this was one of the
thickest intersections of kimberlite discovered in the Marsfontein and the company’s

adjacent Thorny River concession area,
aside from the Marsfontein M1 pipe and,
therefore, warrants detailed ground geophysics in the area to further delineate the
kimberlite blow.

stage to continue the next phase of drilling on the kimberlite blow, using detailed
ground geophysics, particularly ground
electromagnetics, which was successfully
used on the Thorny River area as well.

The kimberlite cluster of Thorny River–
Marsfontein–Klipspringer Mine has proved
consistent in terms of its high-grade and
diamond assortment which contains a relative abundance of coloured stones.

All planned for the next quarter, the work
programme will also extend to other potential kimberlite blows in the Marsfontein or
Thorny River project area.

“Aside from the Klipspringer (kimberlite
dyke) mine, the most economic zones have
been the blows, being the Sugarbird, Kudu
and the Marsfontein mines.
“The purpose of the current exploration
programme is to find more of these blows
at Marsfontein,” BOD explains.
BOD is already in an advanced planning

De Beers’ rough diamond production decrease

D

e Beers’ production of rough
diamonds decreased by four
percent year-on-year to 7.2 million
carats in the third quarter of the year, the
international diamond miner has reported.
The development is attributed to the expected reductions in production to meet the
lower market demand for rough diamonds
in the COVID-19 region.
The company’s mines on the local market decreased by 15 percent year-on-year
to 4.8-million carats, owing to the planned
treatment of lower-grade material at both
the Jwaneng and Orapa operations, with
production targeted at levels to meet lower
demand.
In Namibia, the company’s rough diamond

www.botswanaminingreview.com

production decreased by 43 percent yearon-year to 200 000 ct as the marine fleet
suspended production for part of the third
quarter to match lower demand, while one
vessel was in dock for planned maintenance.
De Beers’ South African production increased to 1.2-million carats owing to an
expected change in ore mix, with more
ore sourced from the higher-grade material
from the last cut of the open pit, rather than
from low-grade stockpiles, as the Venetia
mine transitions underground.
Meanwhile in Canadian, rough diamond
output also increased by 17 percent yearon-year to 900 000 ct, owing to the treatment of higher-grade material at the joint
venture Gahcho Kué mine.

			

De Beers says it started seeing improved
demand for rough diamonds towards the
end of the third quarter as restrictions
for cutting and polishing centres continued
to ease globally and as consumer markets
started heading into the end-of-year holiday
period.
The company’s rough diamond sales totalled 6.6-million carats in the third quarter,
compared with the 300 000 ct sold in the
second quarter of the year, and the 7.4-million carats sold in the third quarter of last
year,
De Beers maintains its yearly production
guidance at between 25-million and 27-million carats.
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General News

Geoscience Institute launches mineral mapping
project

B

otswana Geoscience Institute (BGI) together with Full
tensor gravity gradiometry (FTG) data company Bell
Geospace have launched Mineral Prospectivity Mapping
project, the project promotes access to integrated quality geoscience data which goes a long way in determining the success of
operations in a region.
The project was launched during the virtual Africa Mining Summit
2020, held on September 15 and 16.
The project, which integrates FTG data with airborne magnetic,
electromagnetic, geochemistry and geological information, will automate a process of delineating and evaluating mineral prospectivity within an area of interest.
Classification of the assessed area will be based on the mineral
potential and the estimation of the proportion of the undiscovered
economically recoverable resource.
Bell Geospace conducts gravity gradiometry and is involved in the

acquisition, processing and interpretation of high-quality airborne
FTG data for exploration.
BGI is involved in research in the field of geosciences, providing
specialised geoscientific services and promoting the search for,
and exploration of, minerals in Botswana. The institute is a custodian of all geoscience data, information and advice in all matters of
geoscience and geohazards in Botswana.
BGI has entered into this partnership with Bell Geospace to support
its mandate.
Bell Geospace CEO John Macfarlane says now is the right time to
bring the right people together with the right data.
“We are looking forward to delivering a world-class project for Botswana and set a workflow and proficiency which will have relevance across Africa and beyond.”
Mining companies will be able to use the information to support
investment decisions.

Mupane anticipates strong financial
performance

M

upane Gold mine’s operations is
still expecting a strong financial
performance, as gold prices have
soared this year, at one point even topping
$2,000 an ounce, their highest level in history. The country’s sole gold producer expects to produce about 30,000 ounces of
the precious metal this year, down from
an initial forecast of 35,000 ounces, due
to disruptions caused by the coronavirus
(COVID-19).
Galane Gold, the Canadian group that has
wholly owned Mupane since August 2011,
noted that its operations had been suspended for about a month as part of the initial government COVID-19 response. Even
after the lockdown ended, safety and health
protocols around social distancing required
limits to the numbers of workers, particularly in the underground work areas.
“Our usual production at Mupane would
have been 35,000oz this year and we are
seeing a reduction of 15 percent or perhaps, hopefully, 10 percent,” Galane Gold
Chair, Ravi Sood told Crux Investor, an investor platform, citing that if it were 2018
gold prices, it would have been very painful.
“Hopefully, we can get back with an accelerated production schedule in 2021.” Sood
said Galane Gold had ramped up its inven-
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tory in anticipation of supply constraints
caused by COVID-19, a move that pushed
up working capital costs.
Other costs, however, declined as a result
of the labour restrictions required in response to the pandemic.
“Botswana is landlocked and with gold
mining, you need cyanide, oxygen and others to come in on a regular basis,” he said.
“We took advantage of high gold prices
and more cash coming into the coffers to
increase our stores. We had an outright
shutdown, which lasted about a month, but
we were later deemed a critical industry and
were able to continue working.
“The shutdown, however, did hit our second quarter production.”

es of gold, earning $41.4 million (P455.4m)
in revenue from the sale of 30,052 ounces
of gold plus incidental silver at an average
combined price of $1,378 per ounce.
“As at September, Botswana was not very
affected by COVID-19, but we are operating with strict protocols which as an underground miner, affects our production and
throughput underground,” Sood said.
“The ore is not going anywhere. The gold is
still in the ground, but of course, we would
like to get it out faster.
“We are following all the protocols required
and we are positive that by 2021, we will
be back to normal staffing levels in operations.” He said despite the knock on
production, the robust gold prices meant
Galane Gold was still self-funding and generating free cash flow.”

Last year, Mupane produced 30,294 ounc-
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General News

Positive developments for Tlou Energy despite
losses

T

lou Energy said the losses for the
year were higher than the previous
period due to the impairment in
some of the Group’s non-core prospecting
licences. Though the company made progress during the year, it was at a much slower
pace than has been expected mainly due to
external factors outside their control. A multiple listed company’s losses for the year
ended 30 June 2020 amounted to $12 950
601 million compared to $3 216 695 million
in 2019, the company revealed in its Annual
Report.
The directors underscored that operations
at Lesedi power project are continuing.
‘‘The Lesedi project is the company’s most
advanced project with plans in place to develop solar and gas generation facility and
connect to the power. The project includes
the Lesedi 3 and Lesedi 4 CBM production
wells or ‘pods,” they said.   Tlou Managing
Director, Anthony Gilby said the previous
year they saw a considerable progress in
their objective to being a new and cleaner
leading energy producer in Botswana.
“Our most recent development pods, Lesedi 3 and 4, flowed continuous gas during
the period under review. However, it became apparent that additional dewatering
wells would more than likely be required
to speed-up the dewatering process in order to potentially flow higher rates of gas,”
Gilby underscored. The Lesedi project covers an area of approximately 3,800km and
comprises of four local and CMB prospect
licences and a mining licenses which is a
focal point of the company’s operations.

Tlou also secured a 15-year Generation Licence facilitating the generation from both
solar and gas; and generating the electricity from the Selemo Pilot gas for several
months too. Meanwhile Botswana Development Corporation (BDC) is yet to decide
on funding for Lesedi power project.
The project is the country’s first CBM, being
developed by Tlou Energy and has reached
several milestones, and needs financing to
complete two phases on the company’s
blueprint. Gilby said negotiations have been
ongoing with BDC for several months, adding that BDC is seeking internal investment
approval.
“The company continues to work with BDC
to successfully conclude a funding proposal that fits within BDC’s investment parameters,” said Gilby.
Though optimistic to receive BDC funding,
the company has recently received an indicative term sheet for transmission line
and transformer funding from a new potential financier.
“The company will assess this offer alongside other potential financiers to evaluate
the best possible option and funding partner going forward,” said Gilby.
With two phases on the pipeline, the company is looking for approximately P341.40
million. According to Tlou Energy phase
one required funding of USD $10m (approximately P113.80 million). The funds will

be used for transmission line construction,
transformers, grid connection, electricity
generators and potentially the drilling of additional gas wells.
“The 100 km transmission line will run from
the Lesedi project to the town of Serowe
where it will connect to the existing power
grid. Initial generation is proposed to be up
to 2MW of electricity,” said Gilby.
The second phase will require USD $20m
(approximately P 227.60 million) for the
expansion of electricity generation up to
10MW.
“This will involve drilling additional gas wells
and the purchase of additional electricity
generators,” Gilby said.
The company plans to expand the project
beyond 10MW, upon completion of the two
phases. Tlou believes the development of
a CBM gas and renewables industry in Botswana will not only help the country manage the current energy shortage it faces but
will also provide a new industry, and associated employment.
“The Lesedi project will create an alternative
and cleaner energy source for the country
and its citizens,” said Tlou Chairman Martin
McIver.
Botswana has a significant energy shortage
and generally relies on imported power and
diesel generation to fulfill its power requirements.

Tlou’s principal assets are in Botswana
boasting of one of the most advanced CMB
projects in the region. “The most important achievement of the year was securing
an initial 2MW power purchase agreement
(PPA) with the Botswana Power Corporation (BPC) which should serve as the template for expansion,” he said, noting that at
the time of writing, the 10MW PPA process
was yet to be concluded.
Gilby said a generation licence for gas and
solar was awarded to Tlou Energy too.
The onset of COVID -19, he said, saw Tlou
significantly reduce costs which included
the shutting off of the Lesedi 3P production
pod with staff, consultants and directors
taking salary cuts. Other notable achievements, according to Gilby, include being
awarded the first Mining Licence for CMB in
the country as well as securing initial 2MW
with Botswana Power Corporation (BPC).
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General News

Mixed reactions over freckling plans on
Namibia-Botswana border

E

nvironmentalists, civil society organisations and
local communities are apprehensive following recent
reports suggesting that Canadian oil and gas firm is
planning to start hydraulic fracturing (fracking) in one of the
most sensitive environmental areas along the Namibia-Botswana border.
The effects are expected to negatively affect Okavango Delta,
one of Africa’s last natural sanctuaries.
In August, the Canadian oil and gas exploration company,
Reconnaissance Energy Africa Limited (Recon Africa), announced that it was planning to drill oil and gas wells in an
environmentally sensitive and highly protected area in southern
Africa that supplies the Okavango Delta – the largest inland
delta in the world – with water.

news that the firm had hired a leading fracking expert to lead the Namibian drilling operation, drew angry reactions from a cross-section of
stakeholders.
While Namibia’s ministry of Environment, Forestry and Tourism insisted
that it publicised an environmental impact assessment (EIA) that was
done to cover the drilling of three wells by Recon Africa, concerned
stakeholders said they were unaware of the development.
Chris Brown, the chief executive officer of the Namibian Chamber of
the Environment, expressed surprise at reports of imminent drilling for
oil and gas.

The firm says it has acquired the rights to drill in more
than 35,000 km2 of north-east Namibia and north-west Botswana. According to site maps, the proposed drilling location
sits along the banks of the Kavango River, straddling the border
between Namibia and Botswana, inside the newly proclaimed
five-nation Kavango-Zambezi (KAZA) Transfrontier Conservation Area – the largest protected area in southern Africa.
Maps from both the Namibian and Botswana ministries of
mines confirm that Recon Africa – which is listed on the Canadian TSX Venture Exchange – has been granted petroleum-prospecting licences in the area.
On its website, Recon Africa claims that this new discovery
could actually dwarf the Eagle Ford shale basin in Texas, which
is celebrated as one of the largest terrestrial oil and gas finds
in the world. Oil and gas discoveries like the Eagle Ford basin
helped make the United States the largest oil and gas producer
in the world, but not without creating massive environmental
problems.
There are fears that fracking, which requires lots of water (that
the two desert countries don’t have), would lead to human and
animal populations suffering from water scarcity, water pollution, habitat loss, environmental degradation and soil pollution
among other ills.
The Union of Concerned Scientists explain in their ‘Guide for
Residents and Policy Makers Facing Decisions Over Hydraulic Fracturing’ that the negative impacts of hydraulic fracturing often include poor air and water quality, community health
problems, safety concerns, long-term economic issues and
environmental crises like habitat loss.
The announcement by Recon Africa, which coincided with the
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source Management Support Organisations
(Nacso), expressed concern about the lack
of consultation by the Canadian firm in the
11 community park concessions included
in the prospecting licence area.
“I have no idea about this. It is huge, if there
was an environmental impact assessment,
I would have known because this is where
a lot of our conservation projects are,” was
quoted by The Namibian as saying.
University of Cape Town social scientist Annette Hübschle, is concerned by what the
impact of this fracking project would be on
the San communities in the area.

“I have spoken to a number of people to
ask if anyone in the mining sector here had
heard of this development and if anyone
in the NGO sector had heard of it, and it
seems to be totally under the radar here in
Namibia,” Brown was quoted in the media
as saying.

shale plays worldwide”.

He pointed out that a project of this magnitude should have gone through thorough
environmental review and permitting processes.

Recon Africa’s exploration licences border
three national parks upstream of the Okavango Delta. They also cover 11 separate
community nature concession areas, one
World Heritage site and part of the KAZA
Conservation Area.

“There needs to be public consultation. We
monitor all the adverts that come out in the
newspapers, and we monitor all the adverts
that come out around EIAs, and we haven’t
picked this up at all,” Brown said, adding
that under Namibian environmental laws,
an EIA is requirement before any invasive
activities can be conducted.
While the Namibian ministry of Mines and
Energy denied that any fracking would take
place, Recon Africa’s chief executive officer, Scot Evans – a former vice-president
of US industry giant, Halliburton – revealed
in a statement in June that they had hired
fracking pioneer Nick Steinsberger to run
the Namibian drilling project, saying: “Nick
is the pioneer of ‘slick water fracs’.” Evans
went on to laud hydraulic fracturing as “a
technique now utilised in all commercial

www.botswanaminingreview.com

Recon Africa also revealed that it had completed refurbishing a big drilling rig in Houston, US, which would be shipped to Namibia in October to begin drilling as soon as
November or December this year.

The drilling area also includes the last refuge of the San community with a future drill
site near the World Heritage Site of Tsodilo
Hills in Botswana. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) say the site is home to some
4,500 rock paintings.
The prospective area is also home to Africa’s largest migrating elephant herd as well
as endangered African painted dogs and
sable antelope. The Okavango River, in the
north of the potential fracking zone, is the
only source of water to the Okavango Delta,
Botswana’s prime tourism attraction.
Maxi Pia Louis, director of the Namibian Association of Community-based Natural Re-

			

“Particularly worrisome is that First Nations
peoples, the San peoples, are living in the
region. They are already living on the margins of society. This is going to negatively impact their way of life, their livelihood
strategies and the place they call home.”
On its website, Recon Africa revealed that
it owns 90 percent of the Namibian side of
the shale deposit, with the government-run
National Petroleum Corporation of Namibia owning the remaining 10 percent, an arrangement that also worries Hübschle.
“This is neo-colonial extraction of the worst
sort where Namibians draw the shorter
straw and foreign companies walk away
with our mineral wealth,” she said.
In neighbouring South Africa, global petroleum giant Shell has – for the past 11
years – been trying to frack a large area in
the Karoo, but has faced stiff opposition
from environmental groups such as Frack
Free South Africa whose director Judy Bell
is also very concerned about the fracking
plans in Namibia and Botswana.
“The world is hurtling toward a point of no
return due to climate heating, caused by
the extraction, storage and use of fossil
fuels,” Bell said. “We have no time left, so
let’s leave the oil in the ground and use the
naturally abundant sources of energy from
the wind and the sun.”
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Industry Trends & Technologies

New critical metals
technologies developed

G

eomega Resources Inc. is evaluating the economic potential
to extract and refine rare earths and other critical metals from a broader
range of mining feeds, including mining and industrial waste streams

(tailings).
The company’s intention is to apply its various technologies, through collaborative licensing and royalty agreements with several industrial partners, allowing for
the extraction of valuable metals contained in their waste streams, which may not
be economically, technologically, or environmentally feasible today.
“Geomega’s corporate goal is to develop innovative technologies for extraction
and separation of rare earth elements and other critical metals essential for a
sustainable future,” said Kiril Mugerman, President and Chief Executive Officer
of Geomega.
“The technologies in question will differ from the ISR technology that was developed for recycling of rare earths from permanent magnets. Nonetheless, irrespective of the metal or the source, we are adopting a consistent approach to reduce
the environmental impact and to contribute to lowering greenhouse gases(GHG)
emissions through recycling of the major reagents in the process and reducing net
energy consumption.
“It’s unfortunate that so many critical metals, in quite large quantities, are lost in
mine tailings and other waste streams when they could potentially be recovered
using innovative processing technologies.” said Dr. Pouya Hajiani, Chief Technology Officer of Geomega.
He said the traditional extraction technologies were not adequate in addressing
environmental impacts nor were they economic.
“Furthermore, climate change requirements are driving a growing demand in critical metals. As such, we are in discussions with more companies that have become interested in re-evaluating the economics of extracting rare earth and other
critical metals from their various streams while reducing waste, if possible, in the
most environmentally conscious way possible,” Dr. Hajiani said.
Geomega is already evaluating several feeds in the mining industry, e-waste, mining tailings and industrial waste that have significant value in metals such as cobalt, lithium, vanadium, nickel, niobium, titanium, tantalum, chromium and other
metals.
“Geomega’s team has steadily grown along with its expertise in metal extraction,
purification and sustainable processes.” said Mugerman.
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NOSA TESTING
COMPLETE
EXPOSURE
ANALYSIS
SCOPE:
NOSA Testing South Africa is
accredited to offer the
following Occupational
Exposure range of analysis
throughout Africa and with the
supply of sample media.
Transportation of samples are
coordinated by our laboratory
via our network of trusted 3rd
party courier services. These
services are available to a
broad range of industries,
including Mining,Petrochemical,
Manufacturing, Chemical and
Agriculture.

Analysis

Method

Accredited

Turn Around Time

Alpha quartz (bulk sample)

NIOSH 7602

7 Working Days

Alpha quartz (KBr wafer)

NIOSH 7602 and MDHS 101

7 Working Days

Asbestos fibre counting

HSG 248

7 Working Days

Asbestos ID

HSG 248

7 Working Days

Crystalline silica

NIOSH 7602 and MDHS 101

7 Working Days

Gravimetrical weighing of filters

NIOSH 0500 and 0600

7 Working Days

Fluorides (analysis only)

NIOSH 7906

7 Working Days

Fluorides (filter included)

NIOSH 7906

7 Working Days

Hexavalent chromium

NIOSH 7605

7 Working Days

Hydrogen sulphide (filter and tube)

NIOSH 6013

7 Working Days

Nickel (soluble and insoluble)

MDHS 2/42

7 Working Days

Inorganic acids, volatile acids (filter included)

NIOSH 7907

7 Working Days

Inorganic acids, non-volatile acids (filter included)

NIOSH 7908

7 Working Days

Metal analysis (per element)

NIOSH 7300

7 Working Days

Metals (full scan): 44 elements

NIOSH 7300

7 Working Days

Welding fumes: 13 elements

NIOSH 7300

7 Working Days

Welding fumes: 7 elements

NIOSH 7300

7 Working Days

Metals scan: 19 elements

NIOSH 7300

7 Working Days

Metals scan: 30 elements

NIOSH 7300

7 Working Days

Cobalt and its compounds

NIOSH 3/7301 and MDHS 2/30

7 Working Days

Sulphur dioxide (filter included)

NIOSH 6004

7 Working Days

Trace air OVM badges with analysis

MDHS 88

7 Working Days

Volatile organic compounds (via charcoal tube)

NIOSH 1/1500 and MDHS 88

7 Working Days

Industry Trends & Technologies

SignalHawk’s latest gadgets hits the market

H

ighly sought-after SignalHawk’s
latest handheld spectrum
analyzers is now on offer at Comtest. The SH-60S-AOA Angle of Arrival
spectrum analyzer and the SH-60S-TC offer good balance of price and performance
up to a frequency range of 6 GHz.
The new gadgets provide test coverage for
all major wireless systems in an easy-touse, fully portable test instrument.
In addition, the instruments are building off
the flexible software architecture & highly
integrated, small-form-factor packaging of
SignalHawk & SiteHawk platforms, these
test instruments offer the ruggedness, customization and ease-of-use.
Leveraging multi-touch technology, users
can change reference level and center of
frequency with a touch of a finger and zoom
and span just like a smart phone. Multitask measurements are made easy with
the ability to simultaneously review several

windows for comparison. Need data? No
problem.
With 8G of internal storage users can
screenshot data and transfer then via USB/
OTG/WIFI/Bluetooth to the cloud and email
or upload PC for reference. Bird’s New
Handheld Spectrum Analyzer family saves
time, provides high precision and accuracy
with ease of use.
According to the manufacturer, the equipment is a must-have for technicians, service
providers, contractors, field engineers, and
military personnel.

• SH-60S-AOA, RF Analyzer extends the
capability of the SH-60S-TC by adding the
ability to triangulate the location of an interferer on a map for signals between 9 kHz
and 6 GHz. Triangulation is pivotal move in
spectrum analyzers by allowing users to utilize Bird’s Interference analysis and triangular functionality to locate the source within
3 measurements, forming a triangle in the
area of the emitter and utilizing a built-in
map to find the exact location of the problem.

• SH-60S-TC, RF Analyzer view RF signals
between 9 kHz and 6 GHz. Combines bestin-class functionality and easy-of-use, intuitive menus and predefined measurements.
Higher frequency coverage and spectrogram (waterfall) display. Additional built in
functions include: FM demodulation, GNSS
Signal Quality, Field Strength and Spectrum
masking.

WEIGH BRIDGE AUTOMATION PERFECTED
Multiple mining projects multiple weighbridges multiple solutions

Accurately Weighing Africa

MULTI SITE
CENTRAL CONTROL
UNMANNED SOLUTIONS

www.sascoafrica.com
MANNED SOLUTIONS

Sasco, the company delivering weighing
automation to the African mining industry

SMART SUPPORT
0861 422 134
OR +27 83 680 0722
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E-mail: info@sascoafrica.com

GROUP SUPPORT H/O

Web: www.sascoafrica.com

2 Blackburn Street

24 hours, 7 Days a week

Apex Industrial | Benoni
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Regional News

Mining Indaba 2021 goes virtually

O

plays in connecting the global mining community and its significance in shaping the
industry for the year ahead.

rganisers of the continent’s
biggest mining jamboree – African
Mining Indaba have announced
postponement of the event, slated for early
next year.

“This strategic event will feature free
high-level content streamed online, including pioneering insights from the industry’s
heavyweights, multi-stakeholder strategic conversations, keynote addresses and
more. Register your interest here,” said.

Simon Ford, Portfolio Director at Investing
in African Mining Indaba the decision has
been propelled by the on-going COVID-19
pandemic.
“We are sorry to announce the 2021 edition
of Investing in African Mining Indaba has
been cancelled due to the ongoing uncertainty caused by COVID-19. The event will
now take place on 7-10 February 2022,”
said Ford.

For the last 27 years, Investing in African
Mining Indaba has been about bringing the
global mining community together and delivering world-class, face-to-face events.
“In our commitment and passion for the industry, we really hoped to make Mining Indaba happen early next year. Unfortunately,
after discussions with our partners in South
Africa and key stakeholders in the mining
industry, we have made the difficult decision to cancel the 2021 edition of Mining
Indaba.

In the meantime, the organisers have announced that a Mining Indaba Virtual will
be taking place 2nd to the 3rd of February
2021.
“We recognise the role that Mining Indaba

The event will now take place on 7th to the
10th of February 2022,” said Ford.
He however said, ongoing uncertainty
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and international travel restrictions means that we
can no longer be certain of delivering the
event to the highest standard to which our
audience is accustomed.
“With the current restrictions for hosting
events in South Africa preventing larger
gatherings we believe the impact on our
attendee ROI and ROTI would have been
significant and was therefore an important
contributing factor to the decision to cancel.”
Ford said the 2022, Investing in African
Mining Indaba is slated for 7-10 February
and will take place in accordance with the
latest health and safety and government
guidance.

Connect with
your future today.
For industry intelligence for the SADC resources sector, and excellent market
support, make the Competence Centre for Mining and Mineral Resources at
the Southern African–German Chamber of Commerce and Industry your first
point of contact.

CENTRAL AFRICAN
REPUBLIC (CAR)

Give your company
the competitive edge.

DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF
CONGO (DRC)

TANZANIA

CONTACT THE COMPETENCE CENTRE FOR MINING
AND MINERAL RESOURCES IN JOHANNESBURG
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ZIMBABWE

NAMIBIA
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RENÉ ZARSKE, PROJECT
MANAGER AND HOD

GERARD MOHAPI
PROJECT MANAGER

Tel. +27 (0)11 486 2775
rzarske@germanchamber.co.za

Tel. +27 (0)11 486 2775
gmohapi@germanchamber.co.za
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Advanced Fire Protection of Heavy
Vehicles
In the mining industry, safety has always been a crucial issue - not least when it comes to fire. Therefore, it is not
at all surprising that Dafo, with 100 years of industry experience, is investing heavily in fire safety of the mining
industry.

T

he Swedish-owned family company Dafo is today regarded as one of
the Nordic region’s largest suppliers of fire protection and rescue
equipment. A year ago, Dafo separated its vehicle fire protection
operations from its other fire protection operations to the new company Dafo Vehicle
Fire Protection. Dafo Vehicle Fire Protection offers a complete range of fire detection
and fire suppression systems for vehicles - from simple solutions to tailor-made systems
for heavy vehicles, buses, forestry machines, port cargo handling equipment, mining
and construction machinery.

development work of both systems and products:
- Right now, development is particularly important as we are facing a significant transition in terms of machine fuel. There is extensive electrification in the mining industry
as well, and it places new demands on the fire protection equipment to some extent. A
battery that catches fire through thermal runaway is not the same as the more traditional
fires in diesel or gasoline-powered vehicles. Here we are placing a lot of focus right now,
says Johan Balstad.
Fire protection system for electric and hybrid vehicles
Dafo Vehicle has launched a fire protection system for electric and hybrid vehicles that
is activated before a fire in a battery occurs. The fire protection solution has been developed for buses but will also be available for other heavy electric vehicles.
Low, or non-existent emissions, cost-efficient operation and reduced noise levels are
some of the major advantages of hybrid and electric vehicles today but the disadvantages of the technology, when something goes wrong, are less known. Fires in lithium-ion batteries of electric vehicles usually have rapid progress and are very difficult
to extinguish.

Fire protection of heavy-duty mobile equipment is nowadays a crucial element for sustainable mining.

Johan Balstad, Vice President, sees fire protection as a crucial element for sustainable mining:
- Fires in vehicles often have a very intense development and are difficult to extinguish
with a portable fire extinguisher. With the right dimensioned automatic fire suppression
system, you get quick and effective protection that limits the consequences of a fire and
gives vital time to evacuate - which can be extra important in a mine. Fire protection
in heavy vehicles such as mining machines places high demands on both equipment
and durability.
- The vehicles really get to operate in the toughest of environments, not least because
of dust, the vibrations and the extreme temperatures they are exposed to. Therefore,
we offer high-tech customized solutions with associated service agreements. This is
also why we continuously invest a great deal in the development of our products and
systems, explains Johan Balstad.
The mining operator needs to secure that the system they are using is a robust system fit for purpose in the harsh mining environment. Dafo Vehicle Fire Protection has
fulfilled the requirements of the Australian Standard AS 5062:2016 - Fire protection
for mobile and transportable equipment for their SV-K fire suppression system. This
has been granted with a Certificate of Approval by the Certification Body Global-Mark.
The AS 5062-standard is equivalent to the Zambia Bureau of Standards new standard
ZS1209/2019.
Fire safety important part of operators sustainability work
The complexity is so extensive that Dafo Vehicle Fire Protection’s experts are also involved and assist in the design and planning of the vehicles of the manufacturer, to
create well-integrated and efficient solutions. From the industry side, fire safety is often
seen as a crucial issue and an important part of the sustainability work.
- First of all, you want to eliminate or minimize the risk of personal injury - that is the most
important factor and where fire protection is central, Johan Balstad says and continues:
- At the same time, you also want to avoid downtime due to fires or other types of accidents, which in a mining environment can be problematic, costly and time-consuming
to rectify. Therefore, it becomes extra important that the systems and equipment work
as intended.

A well-integrated
fire suppression
system minimizes
the –
risks
of costly
downtime that a fire can entail.
Transition
to alternative
vehicles
and fuels
new
challenges

Dafo Vehicle’s experience, competence and know-how have largely contributed to the
entry into market after market and today there are customers all over the world. This
of course places great demands on the company’s organization, but also on continued
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- We have followed the vehicle development closely and seen an increased need for fire
protection as more electrified vehicles are being introduced to the market. Dafo Vehicle
was concerned early on regarding the potential fire risks and dangers this technology
would bring, which meant that we also started looking at solutions to meet the development, says Anders Gulliksson, Technical Manager, Dafo Vehicle.
Dafo Vehicle is today alone in the market to offer a complete fire protection system
for electric and hybrid vehicles. The patented and award-winning suppression system
was developed through the EU-funded research project Li-IonFire and initially aimed at
electrified buses in public transport.
- Our system is an advanced fire suppression system with a fire prevention part integrated into the system. This means that the system can detect any temperature changes
in the lithium ion battery at an early stage and cool it down before reaching the critical
“thermal runaway” state, which can result in the battery starting to burn and a fully developed fire occur, continues Gulliksson.
High risk of toxic emissions
Anders Gulliksson explains that today there are no successful methods to extinguish
a battery that has already caught fire and entered the thermal runaway stage, after an
overcharge or vehicle collision. If the battery starts to burn, the highly toxic gas emits
hydrogen fluoride (HF), which can cause serious damage to both the skin and the respiratory tract.
- In the long term, our suppression system can be used for various electric vehicles and
areas, such as heavy-duty mobile equipment vehicles in the mining industry and ports.
The main reason for this is partly to do with the high safety requirements in the industry,
but also that our fire protection minimizes the risks of costly downtime that a fire can
entail, says Johan Balstad.
Li-IonFire™ will significantly boost the safety of operators, the protection of valuable
assets and allow safe evacuation of drivers.
Expansion in Africa
Dafo Vehicle is continuously expanding our network of
distributors. Dafo Vehicle’s products are available all
over the African continent mainly on mobile cargo
equipment in ports and on heavy-duty mining vehicles.
- We have been active in South Africa for a couple of
years but now we want to strengthen our position all
over Africa. At this stage we have distributors in Egypt,
Morocco, Ghana, The Democratic Republic of the
Congo, Zambia and South Africa, concludes Fredrik
Rosen, Business Manager for Middle East, North-,
West-, East and Central Africa, Dafo Vehicle.

The new Li-IonFire™ fire protection
system which will detect potential
battery failure, at the earliest possible
stage and take immediate action by
spot cooling, using the suppression
agent Forrex EV™. This will effectively
stop, or delay, a potentially hazardous
situation without the fire developing
further.

Contact:
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Cool & Care SARL, Tel. +243 858930150
E-mail: amit.gupta@coolcare.cd
Egypt, Total Fire Fighting, Tel. +20 100 143 4342, E-mail: wagdymorsy@gmail.com
Ghana, TIGRIS 2000 LIMITED, Tel. +233 240488733,
E-mail: tigris2000limited@gmail.com
Morocco, M.G.C AFRICA, Tel. +212 695031203, E-mail: mgc.nafrica@gmail.com
South Africa, AASYS (Advanced Automated Systems), Tel. +27 82 383 2757
E-mail: herbert@aasys.co.za
Zambia , ASM Global, Tel. +260 978 700 751, E-mail: piers.holl@gmail.com
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Do not compromise safety
Reduce the impact on investment
Secure business continuity
www.dafo-vehicle.com
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Egypt Total Fire Fighting Tel. +20 100 143 4342
Ghana TIGRIS 2000 LIMITED Tel. +233 240488733
Morocco M.G.C AFRICA Tel. +212 695031203
South Africa AAS (Advanced Automated Systems) Tel. +27 82 383 2757
Zambia ASM Global Tel. +260 978 700 751

Global-Mark.com.au®
ID Number: 107188

Equivalent to Zambia Bureau
of Standards - ZS1209/2019

Regional News

Thinking small to get big projects right

W

ith favourable movements in
most commodity prices against a
backdrop of uncertainty from
COVID-19, the minimum viable project
model is appealing for small and large miners alike.
Alan Langridge, Technology and Expert
Solutions Regional Director, APAC at Worley says large-scale complex ventures can
take many years to develop, even longer to
achieve payback and usually involve significant upfront capital expenditure.
“While these projects provide big capital
returns, the patience needed to get to that
point translates into higher risk, especially
when ore bodies are complex or difficult to
assess from the surface. Some ore bodies
are big enough to warrant a project seeking to maximise net present value, but they
often come with significant development
challenges,” said Lanridge.
He said developers need an option between developing a mega project with all
the associated risk and leaving the product
in the ground.
“There is growing recognition that a staged
approach can facilitate earlier cash flow
from operations, reduce risk and still
achieve good financial returns based on a
lower cost of entry. A mine that is initially
developed with the minimum viable features can be a big success, but it needs
different thinking,” Lanridge.
He said by thinking small and minimising a
starter project, developers can reduce initial
costs, de-risk the project – and still enable a
pathway to build a bigger mine in the future.
“Miners are no longer racing to get the highest overall return or the absolute maximum
net present value, or at least not right away.
They’re looking for an outcome that is acceptable from a corporate, social, financial
and operational perspective, one that is
sustainable and presents a lower development risk at the outset. This is particularly
valid for ore bodies that are large and deep
because they often require high capital expenditure before the ore body is completely
understood.”
Langridge says that when the amount of
upfront capital costs on a project can be
minimised, it is possible to get a mine up
and running sooner and more economically.
With less initial sunk capital, market fluctuations and uncertainties that exist in mining
projects can be better managed.
He adds that establishing the minimum vi-
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able point for a project is an art form in itself. “We need to consider the limitations of
each input; from energy supply to ore body
knowledge, mining plans, off-take requirements, procurement and logistics through
to construction, commissioning operations
and closure.
“We also investigate alternative development approaches, such as shared infrastructure, different commercial strategies
and partnering with other companies and
operations. It’s worth considering every
option to bring the investment down at the
outset.”
Langridge says that once the pieces of a
minimum viable project fit together, the second driver is to determine the minimum size
of the project while still being economically
viable.
“Finding the minimum viable capital cost is
a two-fold approach,” explains Langridge.
“We first establish the minimum from a
technical perspective, and then the minimum from a financial perspective. As you
go further down in scale, you naturally compromise economies of scale. Eventually
you’ll reach a point where a project simply
isn’t feasible. It’s a trade-off between how
small things can be depending on project
components.
“This becomes a model where small-scale
operations pay for most of the costs that
were initially delayed, although a margin is
needed because there are upfront capital
costs. There is a trade-off on how much is
spent versus how much is owned, and how
small the project can be while still being operable.”
Langridge says that minimum viable projects afford the flexibility to get a mine up
and running and to learn lessons from the
first stage before committing to anything
larger. However, when conditions warrant
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an increase in production, and the initial
mine and plant have been designed well,
then it is possible to scale it.
“Should market forecasts remain positive,
then other parts of the project can expand
in whatever manner makes sense,” says
Langridge. “With the groundwork already in
place, we can base this on actual market
needs and financial and operational drivers,
and not a set of assumed financial and operational drivers in the future.
“Getting proven technology into the base
design allows our customers to identify
where they want to carry heightened risk, or
alternatively, to get the project entry point
up and running and then evolve and innovate,” clarifies Langridge.
“It also delays some of the decisions around
investment in technologies to a point where
hopefully the price is 20 or 30 per cent
cheaper because of advancements in manufacturing. And if what is implemented is
a value enhancement, then it will create a
return immediately because it’s on an operating site – it’s not just a theoretical evaluation.”
Langridge says that a smaller investment to
get a minimum viable project started provides the flexibility to respond to the next
movements in markets.
“With this approach, we’re helping our customers realise solutions that facilitate cash
flow sooner, minimise entry capital cost and
allow a project to pay its own way. It’s basically taking the mindset of a junior and select mid-tier mining company and applying
this to a much larger project.
“Minimum viable projects are an easier investment decision at a time like this, and
they’re proof that thinking small is a good
way to get big projects right.”
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Unitrans Botswana has been operating for 52 years and has depots in Lobatse, Gaborone, Palapye and Francistown

Unitrans Africa has been operating bulk handling
equipment for most of the large mining groups.
Some of the great successes include the
operations of road trains in Africa for more than
35 years, having developed safe high-payload
combinations using Performance Based Systems.
We also transport and distribute explosives and
supply ancillary mining equipment allowing for a
total mining service provision.
Innovation and technology create opportunities to
streamline production and save costs. Unitrans
Africa is proud of its innovation to create greater
payloads, reduction in ﬂeet requirements,
decreases in environmental emissions and an
increase in safety standards. The beneﬁts and
innovative approach oﬀered by our unique road
train capability extends into other areas.

We also oﬀer total material
handling solutions, including the
following:
- Clearing and Stripping
- Load and Haul
- Haul Road Maintenance
- Stockpile Management
- Rehabilitation
- Inbound and Outbound Logistics

VALUE ADDED SERVICES:
• Transportation of mining explosives | • Personnel transportation | • Workshop facilities
• Store facilities | • Wash-bay facilities | • Tyre-bay facilities | • Workshop maintenance services
• 24/7 Vehicle and Machine Breakdown assistance callout services | • Fleet Management Services
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Contact details: brian.swift@unitrans.africa (Brian Swift – MD – Unitrans Botswana)
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Zambia’s Sentinel mine achieves highest
production ever
…as the mine produces 70,829 tonnes and record low cash costs in Q3

F

irst Quantum Minerals’ Sentinel
mine in Kalumbila, Zambia has
achieved its highest ever quarterly
production of 70,829 tonnes and record low
cash costs in the third quarter of this year.

duction and cost records were achieved.”
He said that almost all of FQM’s copper operations delivered a reduction in cash costs,
and total cash costs were at their lowest
level in four years.

According to its latest results announcement to shareholders increased throughput
and higher grades resulted in a 25 percent
rise in copper production compared with
the same period in 2019.

“We continue to prioritize the health and
safety of our workforce as we navigate the
COVID-19 pandemic that is now the ‘new
normal’. Despite all the challenges, our
workforce and operations continue to be
extremely resilient.

In addition, lower maintenance costs, lower
fuel prices and currency depreciation drove
improved unit costs.
Globally the mining firm recorded total copper production of 211,396 tonnes in the
quarter, 10 percent higher than the same
period in 2019, due to record production at
both Sentinel and its Cobre Panama mine
in Panama, said FQM Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer, Philip Pascall.
“The third quarter was strong from an operational and financial perspective. Cobre
Panama restarted normal operations and
was back into full production well ahead of
schedule. Almost all of our operations delivered lower costs and a number of new pro-
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“This has resulted in a strong operational
performance, allowing us to increase our
production expectations for the year at
slightly improved costs. I am proud of how
we continue to navigate this very challenging year while preparing the Company for
continued future success,” said Pascall.
He further said that performance at Cobre
Panama was strong as it ramped up from
preservation and safe maintenance in July
to full production levels in August, slightly
ahead of expectation, adding that copper production in the quarter was 62,055
tonnes, significantly higher than the same
period in 2019.
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FQM’s Kansanshi Mine in Solwezi in Zambia
performed consistently during the quarter.
Copper production of 54,430 tonnes was
slightly lower than the third quarter of 2019
because of reduced grades and recoveries
despite increased throughput. Cash costs
were lower, driven by currency depreciation
and lower fuel costs.
The Kansanshi smelter processed 362,554
dry metric tonnes (“DMT”) of copper concentrate, and produced 89,090 tonnes of
copper anode with recoveries of 98 percent, together with 342,000 tonnes of sulphuric acid.
The performance was despite the pressures
of a tax regime ranked as the least competitive in the world by consulting firm EY, and
challenges resulting from the COVID-19
pandemic.
FQM has cautioned that for the company
to continue being a major contributor to the
Zambian economy, the government needs
to put in place an effective and efficient mineral tax regime to attract foreign direct investment, which should seek to adequately
compensate the country while remaining
internationally attractive and competitive.
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Signalling contract completed for Exxaro’s new
Pioneer rail siding and export coal loading
facility near Transnet’s Rietkuil station in
Mpumalanga

A

CTOM Signalling recently
completed a contract for
Exxaro Coal Mpumalanga consisting of the installation of a signalling system
to control train movements for a new rail
siding and coal loading facility adjacent to
Transnet Freight Rail’s (TFR) Rietkuil station
on the Wonderfontein-Geluksplaas section
of the Coal Line from the Mpumalanga coalfields to Richards Bay, South Africa’s coal
export port in northern KwaZulu-Natal.
Rietkuil station, situated close to Eskom’s
Arnot and Hendrina power stations, already
serves a coal loading hub. Three rail sidings
and coal loading facilities are present in the
immediate vicinity of Rietkuil station. The
new Exxaro Pioneer siding shares a take-off
set of points from the TRF main line with
Mafube mine, a joint coal mining venture
between Exxaro and Anglo American Coal.
The signalling contract, awarded in November 2018, was completed on time and
within budget in November last year. The
project comprised:
• The design, manufacture, supply,
installation and commissioning of
Spoorplan Mark 1b interlocking units for
control of the take-off, which also
included modifying the existing
interlocking system to integrate the new
track elements.
• Supply and installation of eight new
signals and eight Thales axle-counter
sections to serve the four sets of points
at the junction between the take-off line
and the loop line.

ing TFR relay room, where space was extremely tight.

• Upgrade of the existing Train Control
Officer (TCO) video display unit (VDU)
in TFR’s Centralised Traffic Control
(CTC) in Ermelo to incorporate changes
to the existing signalling system.
Contracting Manager Leonard de Villiers
said Signalling’s team faced two main challenges when executing the contract.
“The first was having to organise space for
the take-off interlocking system in the exist-

“The second challenge was the tougher of
the two, as it involved having to search for
and find obsolete relays and other components we needed to make the new equipment compatible with the existing legacy
Spoorpln Mark 1b system. These proved
very difficult to source, but we found them
eventually,” he said.

SIGNALLING

A division of ACTOM (Pty) Ltd

• Electronic Interlocking, Automatic Train Protection
& Centralised Train Control systems
• Signalling equipment, systems & maintenance
• Protected level crossings
• Rolling stock equipment, service & parts
• Depot machinery & test equipment.

peter.colborne@actom.co.za | www.actom.co.za
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THERE IS MORE TO BEING ON
TRACK, THERE IS ACTOM

www.botswanaminingreview.com

Always
Visible

Improve your mining operation
with dynamic Ctrack Solutions.
Features
Driver Identification & Driving
Behaviour Monitoring

Fuel Level & Consumption
Monitoring

Engine Performance
Monitoring (RPM & Idling)

Iris Camera Solution
Front-Back-Side Facing Camera
Option

Collision Avoidance Sensors

Onboard Weighing
Breathalyser
Tip Sensor

www.ctrack.co.za | sales@ctrack.co.za | Call Centre: +27 (0)860 333 444

